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ABSTRACT

Rent
have focuse

e.

tb which sch

for

t0 describe the nature of.schbols as.organi*ions
ntion on the concept of loos& coupling, or the extent\

subunits are interrelated.
.

Although a wide array of kincTh,
.

of'loose coupling and drir effects on the.Olange proc4ss have been
,

posi-

-

d,few.etpfrical studies hgve examined this problem more closely.

This

study' describes three kinds of loose coupling and traces their effects

on the scolle,of changes implemented.
2

Data Wei collected through ex-

tensive observation and interviewing in five p )1 blic schools over a twoJ^1

year lieriod.
'a. zoning

Three kinds bloose coupling were identified,

They were:

f' control, remote coordination f instruction, and a clamping

effect'on the flow of activities and information among subunits.

'Generally,

it was found that loose aoupling facilitated change in single sullunits
but worked against more sys,tematic change involving many subunits.

How-

ever, individual .qchOols were not uniformly loosely coupled, and in areas
of tighter' coupling, more comprehensive change was possible.,

A

4

PREFACE

Research for Better Schools (RBS) is committed to providing a balanced
program 6f research, development, and technical assistance to educational
.agencies.in the Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware region.

A major

-r

part of the research element consists of Field Studies projeots.

One of
#

those projects focuses on two of RBS' development efforts and the local
schools participating in them.

The development projects are creating ap-

proaches through which'eicternal agencies can help schools improve their

curricula and instructional strategies in basic skills and career preparation.

Schools participating in the development hope to improve their own

educational programs.

RBS intends to d velop approaches and knowledge

which will have genicalizable utility
This is one of several reports on the Field Studies' research:.

five report& beingldeveloped in the
u

The

980-81 year are,intended to be of

:interest to researchers, school practi

oners, and those charged with the

operation and staffing of devglopment and "aiss mination projects throughout the country.

The repor s cover two years of activity `inn five schools.

Their' purpose is to identify and clarify issues related to the support of
local school improvement.

complete listing of allireports available

from this project is found on the inside back cover
ate

lliam A. Firestone
Studies Coord4nator_
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DEGREE OF COUPLING AND SCOPE OF CHANGE
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION EFFECTS ON IMPLEMENTATION

Recent research on educational change suggests that aspects of a
school's organizational context may plPofioundly influence the mature Of

change efforts'and outcomes at the school (Berman.1980).
places a great burden on educational'agencies assist

1

Such a finding

g school

imXvem

t

because it requires them either tb adjust the change process to fit idio=
syncretic conditions of individual. sites or to assist alterations in
these conditions prior to ,seeking further change.

One theme contained in

the change literature is.particularly salient for these endeavors, and
Alat is that school organizational characteristics which foster certain

kinds of change may work against others.

This suggests that not only

may some school's be recept ve to improvement and others not, but alsO
k"

within a school some features of improvement may be more easily implemented
a

L

a

than others.
,

/

.

4i

.

.

..

.

eolample, Zaltman, Duncan, a d Holbeck (1973) argue that the

characteristics of an organizatio

411.ructure which fadtlitatethe initi-

s

ation of innovations aTe not nec ssarily.tho
implementation of the innovations.
s

at contributklo full

Specr.calry-r-they contend that highly

complex, decentralized organizations,with little.formalization.pf pro',

ceduree can easily initiate changes in aspects of their operations but
4

have difficulty incorporating 'm; less complex, more centralized organi.
,

Itions with high formalization are less receptive to initiation but once
.a change has been adopted, it caibe readily jr.mplemented.

The major

1.
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reason for this phenomenon 't

that snbunits in more complex, loosely

structured organizations have considerable autonomy to act.

,Consequently,

when pressure or lesire for change occurs, needed changes can be initiated.

However, this same set of circumstances precludes change from bec6ing
incorporated throughout an organization.
Firestone (080) and Firestone Find Herriott (1980b) extent this iderl
to school districts.

Schools can be conceived of as loosely76aupled sys-

,

That is, there is little interrelatedness or dependency among

terns.

indiiduals or subunits-(Weick 1976).

This situation makes the imple-

imentation of low scope changes, or changes which require few subunits /to

.altef-their behavior radically, relatively easy, but "coMprehensive change

will not work because the kind of system Integration required to make it

effective does not exist" (Firestone and Heriott,1980b, in press)*
loosely-coupled districts, attempts

lat

Thus,

c \mprehensiJve change revat in

a hodge-podge pf assorted innovations rather than a systemwide program of
change,

Weick (1976) identifies'15 kind
,

of loose couplingin organizations.

These include little coordination of work activity, slow spread of in-

fludtmelow.visibility ofi role perforiances, infreqt inspection, lack
of feedback, decentralIzation, and delegation of discretion.
Molitor, and Rosenblum (1979) illustr
.

IA

Louis,

e, the extent to which these

,-.

characteristics are present iy a school is affected bVitwo major factors:
.
.

.

thelormaj organizatiorial structure of the achool.andrits cultural system.
In

rds, the regularity. with whiCh certai

patterns of behavio
..-.-..

occur and the nature of the sh red u derstandin s Among school member
can increase oi

crease the late r latedness o

subunits.

To data, relationshlps between the degree of coupling in a school
and the change process have been identified mostly through informed specu-.
lotion; feW empirical attempts have been undertaken to discipline these (

:ideas (Miles 1980).

This paper reports on exploratory researcir intended

to address this issue.

It details three kinds of coupling found in five

public schools and traces the effects of the relative presence and absence
of these couplings on change implemenationi.

Procedures
In 1977

search for Better Schools (RBS) initiated a long-term work

k
effort to explore hfw external agencies can best facilitaeeachool improve.

ment.

The primary focus of the effort was developing approaches totylan-

ning and implementing changes that schools could use to improve instructional programs in two areas:.

basic skills and career exit

ation. /The

RBS approaches initially icyglved the use of external agenti.who assisted
schools in going through a rational, decision-making process.
°agents were to be supplied by, the school systeMs.

Later,

Although the external

agents. wexe to' have an active presence in the schools, the determination

of actual changes to be made was left to the schools.

Typically,,plan-

ning for these changes was coniicted by a team of teachers and administrators.
,

It was hoped that in thlts*tay the changes woull

compatible

with the school context, and, thus, become implemented and(institution.
alized (for more information on the approaches, see C

eer Preparation

Component 1979; Graeber 1980; Helms 1980).
The research reported here was an examination of RBS' work in five
schools frqm the frat.1 of 1978 to the fall of 1980.

-3I

The focus was on

building-level change; data concerning school district involVement,111
ir

1

the change process have been reported elsewhere (Dawson 1980; Firestone
sand Corbett 1981).

The schools varied According to faculty sizh, level,

location,t and student population served.

Smalltown

3

was a rural elemen-'

,

4,--

, '

tary school with 13 faculty members.

were from minority groups.

Thirteen percent ofits students

Middleville was an elementary school located

in a lower middle-class suburb of a major city.

Thirtyse. en faculty

served .a student population comprised Al

wenty percen;. minorities.

ted in an urban school district, Patriot

lementary had 18 classroom

Loca-

'--,,,

teachers and 95 percent min rity students.

middle-class suburban junior high
ities.

ith 45 faculty and eight percenekinor-

.Neighbortown wasea rural
It had 49

students.

Green Hills was an upper

h school which served no minority

ssroom Leachers.

c

)1a

Data were collected primarily throne!) extensive nhservntion and formal
A

and informal interviewing.

Field researchers observed most of the formal

.planning meetings which occurred between RBS and the schools.

times, brief inform

terviews were often conducted.

At theSe

In addition
1

researchers had occasional formal interviews-with both project and nonproject participants and.spent-considerable time observing school life
in classrooms, in school-related meeting?, in teachers' lounges, and in
'the communities in'which the schools were, located.

Data collection was

40/

AdireOpe by a teamrof field researche s who met regularly to discuss

emerging is6es, theoretical concern

prAte data.

and methods for gathering approz,

Indiyidual researchers!iyere free to supplement these methods

at a sits And pursue

nts unique a a site./ Data from observations,and
'.:

'"?
e5t'

10

Ito

AO.

interviews were

written al field

notes lmmedia

1N, after collection. the

notes were recorded on tape, and the tapes were transcribed'.

The typed

notes wore then coded using a topical Index, with uics derived from
the dotes.

The coding system was continually adfisted as previously un-

encountered events occurred at the sites.

The locagon of 'each occurrence

of a code was stored on computer to facilitate quick accOss tofhe more

ti

-

than 2,000 pages of typed field notes the research yielded.

The coding index )s-used to identify field data related to

-school's

organization; such as patterns of interaction in schools, staff sentiments
about their roles ancithe roles of others, the allocation of resources
like time and money, descriptions of school and classroom operating.prol
cedures, sentiments about those procedures, informal, groupings of students

and staff, the distribution of decision-making responsibilities, leadership r tyles of administrators, staff attempts to exercise influence, and

intended and unintended changes resulting from the projects.

Data were

then recoded into broader categories related to school organization. From
this process three categories .of organizational characteristVs emerged
44hich were the most salient for unde

anding the patterns of change

outcomes.

In addition to the qualitative data, classroom teachers completed
a survey concerning. school organization.

of the data are contal ed in Firestone and

11 survey and an analysis
(1980a).

In this

paper, only des,ripti e data concerning teachers' perceptions of particular
'

characteristics ofd their schools are used.

-5-
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Organizational Coining in Schools
All five schools evidenced three kinds of lodse rouplingf

(1) a

zoning of control., (2) remote coordination of instruccion, and (3) damping
.

between subunitp.

Zoning of control referred to the division of decision,

making respovibilities and obligations among subunits within n school
(Lortie 1969); remote. coordination was the'means by which the delivery of
instruction was organized and adjusted across subunits: and damping denoted, the extent to which activity.in one suburilt did not necessitate

activity 4n,another subunit (Weick 1980).

The nature of these linkages

was affected by both the formal organization and the culture of the schools.
For example, the responsibilities of principals were delineated in formal
job descriptions.

However, specific obligations and constraints on the

perforMance t those responsibilities derived from the expectations for
behavLor held.by the staff.
The schools varied in the degree to which eirey we're loosely-coupled.

For example, in

.smallest school the principal was able to visit

classrooms muclyrrfi

e often than in the larger schools and thus, prdvided

more immediatekcoordination of instruction.

But, for the mola part, the

schools ware more striking in their similarity

thaELATimilarity.,

More-

;

over, within.each schools there were subunits and areas of operation which
%..--

a'

were more tightly-coupled than othersFor example, at Neighbortown, ai
,

.v.

.

.,

.

least one subject area de artment 'displayed tendencies the exact opposite
,.'

,

/

.

.

.

.

.

of the school as a.whole
hand at Spalltown thg district curriculum fdr
matll structured teachers' math lesson much more so than the curriculum
forAreading did reading lessoni..:Con sequently ,A none of the schddls could

O

-6-

1?
I

'A

be described as being' uniformly loosely - coupled; it was much`more appro-

priate to consider them as posseasing a mixture of loose. and tight couplings.

Zoning of Control
.

Deal and Nutt (1979) characterized the schools in the federallyfunded Project Rural program as "federations-of zones."

werg the organizational territories over which variou
cised control.

amOngzoni

these zones

sub-groups exer-

In some cases the division of'autharity and obligations

was distinct;gin other cases there was an overlapping of

control whiCh opened the way for boundary disputes.

was also evidenein the schools in this study.

Zoning of control

There were certain areas

of responsibility where teachers made decisions-and others where admin-

.istratOra made decisions.

The major zonal division was between individual

classroom activities and the rest of a. school's operation.

However, in addition,. there were zones within each of these two zones.

Decision-making about Classroom activities within a content area department
(0; grade level occasionally resided with individual teachers; in other
,

'

instances teachers jointly made these decisions.

Within the administra-

tive zone, the principals.had the right to make certaiesIcisions that
superintendents and schools could not make.

Although zonal rights and

,obligations had their origin in formal delineations of authority, they
were maintained by the informal expectations and beliefs of school staff.Classroom zone.

Teachers-in all five schools had the major re-

spansibility for making decisions about the activities that occurred
in classrooms and the pacing of those activities.

Such c7e

whether or not students would work in groups, iii

uses would be made of

-7S

.

13

sions (included

textbooks and other resource materials, the methods through which content
would be p'resented, and the ways in which students would demonstrate thlir.
undersstanding.

In addition, teachers determined how much time would-be

spent on an activity, when in the school day,or class period the activity
would occur, and how much time at home students would need to work.
As was the case in Firestone's (1980) study, teachers had less control
over instructional decisions when the decision applied to broader aspects

Thesp

of school-operation than the classrooms of individual teachers.

decisions foCused on determining the overall curriculum for 'content areas,
such as what textbooks to adopt, what skills were approprilie for students
at particular levels to .possess, what learning objectives students should'

meet, and what the appropriate range of content for students at various
.

levels was.

.

In the secondary schools these decisions typically were made'

by content area departments; in the elementary schools teachers were often
asked to be on committees whose task was to determine the curriculum.

In both instances, however, thedecisions were subject to the approval
,

of individuals in the administratiire zone.

For example, at Neighbortown,

'departments decided on what courses to add or drop and on whatrevisions
in existing courses to make.

These decisions were then to be approved
.

.

in sequence by the principal, a central curriculum committee made up of
administrators and teachers, an administrative committee, and finally,
the school board.

The principal said that most ,curriculum decisions made

by teachers werspreadily approved, but that in recent years an attempt

,

by one department to institute a lab period had been blocked arit'administrattors had decided to drop an advanced placement course.

In Smalltown's
;

4,
jp.. -8-

1 4

district, teachers were responsible

or establishing ,a set ofminiinum.,:,;,.
t4

competencies for reading', but district administrators decided the ob

/-1

jectives were not ;adequate and.instructed teachers to follow previouSlly-

established competencies.
40,

In the two secondary schools there was evidence of-additional zoning
6

\.
of control within tJie classtoom zone. -Both schools had cont4it area
,

departments headed by chairpersons.
'varied.

J/'

However, they

JJ

"

terns of control
40

0

Typically individual teachers exercised control over the courses

.

,the

taught while the chairperson served as a communications link between
1

teachers and administrators; in several departments individuateacheu
determined classrbom activities but the department chairperson observed

classes, Critired courses, and occasionally told teachers additions or

revisions,

ke; and in one departiWnt at Neighbortown, the teachers

as-a grau /4ade all decisions about thekidand pacing of activities
/
in fll courses.

Administrative zone.

Building principals, district office adimin-

istrAtors, and school boards not only had final right of approval over.

cu4-riculum decisions but also had control aver most of the other aspects

of school'operation.

These other ar4S.incl ded determining Class

schedules, assigning students and teache

td classes, setting budgets,

evaluating staff, establishing new staff positions,

dering supplies

and materials, appointing teachers to extra duty assignments, handling
serious discipline problems, hiring and

ing staff, initiating new

programs or projects, establishing committees of staff to recommend
policy, and organizing in-service activities.
o

-9-
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-

,

Howeve ,(these responsibilities were divided among administrative

pitions
cre ing add zoTie;-.
osadditional
,

For example; at Patrigt the building

..principal handled scheduling, staff evaluations, extra duty assignments,
Serious disciplined problems, and initiation of new projects involving the
school while the

t transferred staff and allocated.money,to schools.

A similar diiriSion o

responsIbilities'occurred at the other sites.

How-

%

ever, at Green Hills the school board 'played a much more active pat in
establishing district pplicy and questioning existing practices than it
did at the,other sites.

As one administrator observed, \ TheBoard is into
(

everything today."
A common occurrence within this zone that further complicated the

control issue was that decisions made by an adMinistrator were not always
binding upon successors to that administrator's position.

For example,

in Patriot's distrfct aprevious superintendent had strongly emphasized
the need for having a comprehensive system of instructional objectives.
Teachers reported this system was closely followed.

However, the nekt

superintendent was ab e'to suspend this arrangeMent in favor of new
direCtiveS.

Expectations, beliefs, and the daintenance of zones.
-

The consis-

,

tency with which zones of control wete adhered to within the schools
was more

of informal norms than official policy.

r

Although

union contrAsig placed some constraints on the ability of various sub-

)

groups to make decisions, the divis

n of decision-making responsibilities

-I. 6
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was generally upheld by- individuals' expectations for role performance.

For example, official policy d I'd -riot specify that classroom activities'
were the province of teachers.

Indeed, principals acknowledged that they

had the right to interfei-e in Classroom activities.

However, interference

was considered only.in severe case
Generally.a problem with a

eacher's delivery of instruction was

labeled "severe" when evidence from an outside sour

T.

test scores

or community complaints, was available which cast

ubtson the-individ-7:

ual's ability to teach effectiVely.4 Foroexample,'

Patriot .the principal

expressed displeasure
grade.

V.th the performance of-teachers in

particular

However, the piincipal also said that no' intervention was planned

until-standardized test scores were available.

When these scores indica-

led that StU'ddiltS'in these teachers' courses wet.ot performing m well

as the INncipal thought they should, the principal indicated.th.4 action
would be taken to get the
:

eachera tb alter their instructiOn:
..

As another

.

illuWatkOn, several students and parents complained that a teacher's
,

.

classroom practices at SmalltoWn were making it difficult-for the students.to learn.

These verbal and written complaints led the principal

to call a conference with the teacher in Which the %leacher was top4ustify
the practices.

The teacher did so, and the principal accepted the, reasons

,

offered.

Later, however, the priripipal said that if the teacher had not

been able to explain why the practices were being .used,'then changes would
have been made.

Nevertheless, the general behavior pattern was that
.
1

classroom decisions ware left to teachers even though principals felt

.

fficial authority allowed them to intervene.' Even after

that the

*J.

ral Green Hills teachers commented to the principal about noise emamating frqm one teacher's class, the principal stated, "I'm not going to
try to change [the teacher]....It's something we're going to have to
°

learn to live-with."

The Neighbortown principal sitiply remarked, "I oln't
4

bother them about their work."

n

Teabhera reported:that their influence over deciaibns drd not extend
Data from a survey,

much beyond the poundaries of individual classrooms.
of teachers indicated that the

felt they.h'ad greatest control

over daily ledOns, course objectives, and material selection whereas
administrators. controlledextra duty assignments, scheduling,. renewing
contracts, and spending discretionary funds.

Thusteachers indicated

that broader aspects of school operation W9re the responsibil ty of administrators.

H8wever,,they,a1so seemed to accept this division

f decision-

making -espon6ibility. Avadher at Neighbortown stated, "I believe
411;j1
havea.bossand he can tell.ge what: to air... .I'feel this gives me mare'
supposed to2.be

control ovet my class because II can focus on .what
'

doing."

Teachers A Smalltown were not slo satisfied with that arrangel".

ment but nevertheless accepted it..

In response,to an administrator's

006

request a teaclier considered to be legitimate but unreasonable, the

r,

.

teacher said

"We don't like it, but AI can we do?"

HoweVer, attempts by parties outside a zone to interfere in deci7

dsions with

'the zone were not well received.

Three incidents illustrated

the tension that could result when boundaries were not observed.

In one,'

the Neighbortown principal had discovered a teacher's description of a
clasljactivity that was Co be mimeographed in the office and asked the
teacher to explain how the activity fit into designated course content.

Afterwards, the teacher expressed anger at the prinCipal's apparent attempt
to definipappropriate course content.

In the second example, a teacher

at Neighbortown felt the need for additional planning time because extra
dtty assignments conflicted with existing planning time.

The-teacher

01,

suggested to the principal a way for the schedule to be adjusted to provide
for this,time.

According to the teacher, the principal strongly resented

the teacher's Attempt to interfere with scheduling decisions.

In the

'third, two teachers at Green Hills dedidea informally to switch class
assignments.

Although the teachers re9uested and received the principal's

approval, the superintendent became aware of t
the central office had not been notified.

change and wondered why

A _meet n 'Wag called to discuss'

the issue and to reaffirm district policy on how course assignment changes
.were to be reviewed.

Tension,also resulted when individuals within a zone did-Tt perform
their roe in conformity With the expectations.of,others.

or example, a

point of conention between the teachers ,and Principal at Pa riot was'What
the teachers perceived to be the princiipal's laxness in handling serious;

discipline probe

and rigidity in dialing with teachei'S.

complained that whe
the principal,

One teacher

tudents returned fr m.rlisciplinary sessions with

ey "were not afraid": according to the teacher, this';;
:t

\

then hampered teachers' attempts to maintain discipline.
'

On the other

4

V.
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.

hand, teachers complained that the principal "goes by the-book" with
teachers, thereby not allowing them enough "free play" in decisions.
"c-\

Remote Formal Coordination of Instructional Activities
In most organizations formal coordination of work activity can be
achieved either through advanced planning or feedback (Thompson 1967).
f.

Rece9444-esearch has pointed to the lack of coordination in schools through

either of these means and has suggested that integration of instruction
is instead maintained by a logic of confidence in the ability^of personnel

to'determine ani deliver appropriatervicta (Meyer & Rowan 1978).

Evi-

dence of this assumption of expertise was found in this study as wall.
the Smalltqwn principal stated while

why teachers were

As

ven lee-

way in determining classroom activities, "Teachers are profess onals who),
have a certain expertise."
Nevertheless, planning and feedback were also

n evidence

schools studW, but these coordilgting activities
N
classroom arenas in which; instruction was provided.

from the
That is, formal,

coordinaticn:Of'instruction took place, but advanced planning typically
.occurred at the district level and resulted in broad written curriculum
guidelines ibrteachers to follow; in addition, 'feedback data used in
adjusting a school's instructional services were derived fyom secon4Try
.

o

indicators,of performance, such asStandardized tests o?parent complaints.
Some informal coordination of instruction occurred among teachPis, but
7

this was limited and sporadic.

4.

When coupled with the considerable

0

*

(

4

P

O*4
)4

4
1,

4..

i:

eontrol indiv. dual teachers had over classrooms, this..remote coordinatiop.
'led to 1.v ariat on in the deliveryof instruc'tion to students.
:..,

s,

Coordination

.
,

other aspe
as typically

whose zone

s of school building operation, particularly scheduling,
hin

one through advanced plannitg by the individUals
control these aspects fell.
.

Classroom coordination by planning.

Formal coordination through

a

planning was hindeted by the absence of scheduled opportunities for
teachers to, meet with one another to plan or to discuss instruction
and' the hit or miss nature of informal contac

among teachers.

For'

eicample, at Neighbortown teachers in subject area depSrtments met once
a. month.

Although,these meetings provided an opportunity for coordinating

instruction within a department;` discuSsions gienerally concerned other

issues, such as tkhe ordering of materials, notifi ation of school7wide
ti

events, and informal convers tion.

In only one d

ent did the teachers

.

jointly plan the day- to- .day/'lessons that would be a part of the courses

offered by the department.

Non-departmental teacherl?°as well as the
p

_entire school faculty met muckmore infrequently.

At Small own .teachers

who taught at the same gradg'1A1 had the same planning periods, and thus,
could jointly 'make instruction 4e..cisions.

Nevertheless, opportunities

1

to meet with other-,teachers were more infrequent, making across grade
,articulatiota46 the building -level difficult.
vs'

f

To the extent ihat-formar-planfiig occurred, it- occurred a step
removfd from the building.level.

For example, districts often conSti

A

tuted committees of teachers to establish the content of instruction
IC
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\

i,e'l
,i

.

grade ]evel or subject areaf

prioriatekto

C%

IT

specificity, but generally

The resulting guides varied

they contained the range of content to be

ti

the skill's students we're to develop, and the learhing objectives .

covered

?

,'

m

.

The issue of what instructional materials and methods

ere to meet.

they

One administrator labeled Small;

to use was less frequently addressed.
-

town's

1.1ide Its

...

"the backbone" of th*districAs curriculum.

However,,a

'teacher complained about the lack of specificity by saying "we need a
°

curriculum guide... .In other words, these are th

main [oWectiveg], but

"*.

tfere are otherswhicb werould. t

h "
7j

ao dination of instruction occasionally, occurred informally. .For
exampl , teachers would meet in their lounges and discuss classroom ac.

tivi ilp with one another.

However, these informal cone sations were

not we lzisuited to w"-spread coordination because t ey depended on
,-

excluded some

schedule4 teacher,hreaks to occur and, thus,
V

\

i

participating.

teachers

,

?

A teacher at Smalltown commented, "There [arel
.

\

sothe

people
,

.

11'11

never see because some times, don't coincide with mine."
S

.

In add-Ala, "free time" was jealousy protected by teachers and thus not
always readily given to coordinating activities.

As a Patriot teacher

explained, "not every teacher is illing to give up their lunch time to
talk about the kid."
Classroom coordination by feedback.

Feedbae

the effectiveness.

of classroom instruction was scant and infe ential, thus providing few

clues for wetly what aspects of instruction needed r vamiceng.
"L..

22
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Far

'A

'example, the sole'source
district-made tests.

Alt

of "objective" data were standrdized and
ugh district- ade tests wer

)

More closely tied

to the instruction that was act'ually'delivered than the standardized tests,
V

a diitrict could only infer froth the data what teaching methods seemr to
,

.

.

,

1

be the most effective in achieving instructional bbjedkives.

Consequently,

1

tests were generally viewed -with skepticism as useful feedback instrui

ments.

As
.

n admin strator at,Middleville 00*ked, "tests can pyoject
A

.

anything,4p

want

he 'to project."

A teacher at Patriot indicated that

the tests were itiportant to teachers only "because the administration ilk

concerqtd about [the standardized tests used in the district]."

Parent

complaints were another source of feedback:0h teaching performance; but
fr

these were so infrequent in the schools that they were of little utility

as a coordinatingdreg.
---:,...

1

Opportunities to obtain feedback data on classrooms through direct
)

..r

s

.

.

.,

.

observation were hindered lily prevalVng norms in the schools
observations.

againsItt 411th

At Smalltown, te chers, espeCially the more experienced

ones, did not mind the print p l's classroom visits but resented and
tried to avoid such.bbAkvations by subject area q

rdinators.

At Patriot,

,

teachers were not bothered by visitations from

C

istrict.coordinators but

.

tried to prevent the principal from entering th

classroom.

Principals

at both schools were dWare of teacher concerns about observations and

both expressed a hesitally to go into classrooms, particularly if a
teacher was especially "up

ght."

Thus, the norm of the closed classroom

was generally adhered to by all parties.

.

./
ti

t.

Teachers expressed a desire to observe other teachers to learn new

C!

instructional techniques and provide le s threatening critiques.
such observations rar A y took place.

However,

en teachers were asked -in a survey
O

t.

if teacher visitations odcurred, 43 opt of 46-Neigh ortQ teacher rer

SP ndents answer 'd "generally no" or "no", as did 36 of 38' Green Hills.

teachArs, 10 0

16 SmallttownJ eachers,4 $

17 of 23 Middlev ille t eac

of 17 Patriot teachers, and

I.
1

Variation in the delivJery of instruction.

The consequence of this

t

mix of remote

rmal coord/tation and sporadic informal coordination was

considerable var
dents.

tion

the,instructi,onal activities presentectto
a
(i.e., grade level's or departments) teachers

Within subli

locIsely adhered to curriculum guides.

In some instances the lack of ad-

herence was the result of_a discrepancy between guides which were intended
for use with -SIudents who were-/,achieving at grade level Ad teachers who

had students who were below grAde

evelv

In such cases, teachers either

used the guides for previo s grades or no guide at all.

In othe'r instances,

4

fteachers simply decided a ainsi using the guide (a decision teachers were
cl

.

able to make because of zoning of control and lack of feedback) because
they.

eferred to folloW the sequen

or. because, as 'a teacher at Mid

content provided in a_textbook,

eville observed, the curriculum was "too

old."

Across subi5et areas, the presentation of overlapping content wa4
not systematically coordinated.
struction

ccurred.

As a conseque ce, disjunctions in in-

For example, at Neighbortown certain science classes

4

t.

)rreauiredStudenls to know particular,mathematical procedures.

However,

instruction in those procedures occurred in the math classes after they
Thus, science teachers complained of having to

were neede d in science.
--,

"-\\

et

take time away from their curriculum to teach,N.math.
/

"0!"

Non-classroom coordination. -fn other' areas of school operation,'
formal coordination was muc h more.-immediate to the arena of activity, aAd
14

(

X

these areas genera ly w re wit

n.the administrative zone of-control,

,4

....

For examIe,

/

such are

..

4

was -the scheduling of students, courses,and

,

At all

teachers.

'e .schools schedulingkwas in the administrative zont

1

of control and was accomplisheddn the summer after all the dstaabout
/

courses desired by students (in the seconlAry schools) and teachers' course

*

....

a/6 class assignments were

ollected.

Simil4ly, curriculum lbjec.tives

e

J

,for different grades were

administrators generally h

rdinated through advance

la ring.
.ei

Although

final approvaliover curriculum decisions,
.

'other staff were frequently included(in planning.

Consequently, coupling

0

in the

of scheduling and overall curriculum tended to be 4uCh

tighter than `in the delivery of individual classroom instruction.

Damping Betweien Subunits
4

Weick (1980) indicates that in loosely-couilled stems the7

V

rarely

a one-to-one correspondence between an action in one aspect of,,an organiza,

tion and Action in another and refers to' irhis pheno enon as "damping."

Damp-

-

ing tends to insulate subunits frco.oneS
c

4

ther and probOiy serves a useful

function by preventing a subunit from having to respond immediately,. or at

all, to disturbances in other subunits.

in the schools in'this study, there

.4(
-19an,

was not only,a damping of activity among subunits 1514 .also a damping of
1

information about schoorprocedilres and resources available. Thus, al--...,
t.
,
, I
,
though teach
and. departments were not obliged to-respond-to changes

1

,

beingmade by or to colleagues,.rlithe

did they_receive inforthatiori

potentially useful for fulfilling resp

sibilities.

%

Damping occurred

both horizontally and vertically among submpits, although vertical ramp. m

ing was more

pronounced, between subunits that VTere at,least one level

removed froM one another.
a

Hori'iontal dampi

(

..'etteac

/

.

;e4 S

classroor behaviors b
.

.

rooms.
.

.

.

vents occurriqg in othteachers'
eiclass-

,

.
:

r rarely found it necessary to alter

.

The most pressure

-

-

,. respond-typlcally came from students who'

would''suggest that a teacher engage iA or allow certain adtivit)es because
4

other teachers did.

Simg_larly Siade levels ol--departments infrequently
,

ti

had to adjust their activities as a consequence of actilohs-taken elsewhere.
.

I
4

0

For example, at Neighbortown one department instituted a programradically,
-different from other departments.

Student's-were assigned. to a time, per-

for'courses but, unlike in other departments, Individuals could

,

1104,

ect. any departmental ce d4ring that time.

In addition, courses.

could be completed more quickly or slowly than designated by standard
grading internals.

Nevertheless these changes did tot affect the

programs in other depa)tments.

In fact, departments routinely altered

their programs without disrupting programs elsewhere in the school.
Horizontal damping of information among teachers and departments
I

:

'.

seemed to be 'a function of individual teachers' having alMost total

-9

I

6

decision-making responsibilities for their classrooms-and limited oppor4

tunities to interact with each other.

In other words, there was little

ormation.that one teacher possessed that other teachers had to have
to perform their duties, and there were few routinely-arranged occasions

to share any information that may havebeen useful:

Summarizing the

sentiments of numerous teachers was one at Green Hills who remarked, "I

have no idea what other departments are doing."
In several hchools there seemed to be a reluctance to share informa-'
tion, even vihen it may have been valuable to others.

At Green Hills a

teacher complained, "Everyone keeps things [materials] in their areas."
To which another teacher replied, "Yeah...people don't want to feel that
their kidS have had somethin4 elsewhere."

At Neighbortown thelibrarian

.fr

discovered that the guidance department possessed numerous curriculum
materials for teachers that the librarian felt should have been turned
over to the library.

A guidance counselor had not done sovfor fear that

the materials could not be located tintess they'were kept together.

The

effect of this "turf" issue was that few teachers were aw re that the
411
materials existed. Thus, at both schools, aspects of school culture{
hampered the horizontal flow of information.
Vertical damping.

Two categories of events illustrated the presence

of vertical damping of activities.
tors could 'suspend special'projects.

One.was the ease with which administraAlthough such action fell within

the administrative zone of authority, ending special projects abruptly
would likely have caused at least some negative reactions from staff if

the projects had already required staff,to alter their patterns of behavior extensively.

However, typically few staff members were aware,

of these projects, which rarely advanced to the point that system
adjustments were made necessary.

Instead, such projects smed to be

encapsuled, eliciting little attention.

Teachers at both Middleville

and Neighbortown reported that new projects were often initiated, participants selected, a chairperson appointed, and then never heard from again.

As one teacher remarked, "We seem to be great at starting things and
41.

very weak at folloNftng through."

The second category was the minimal effects of administrator turnover
in district offices on the daily activities of teachers.

The circumstances

surrounding such turnover attracted considerable attention from the com.

munities, other administrators, and external agencies working with the
schools.

However, for teachers the ramifications were small.

When asked

what effects a new superintendent had .had on teachers after eight months+
41110,

in office, a teacher replied that the teacher was aware that there were

changes that the superintendent wanted to make, but the teacher did not
know of any that had been implemented.- Thus, for teachers, the routines
of clissroom life continued despite disturbances in theidistrict offices.
t.

However, there were also instances when there was less vertical damp-

.2

inikbetween subunits.

This greater coupling occurred between subunit,
O

that were closer to one another in the school system hierarchy.

For

example, turnover in the superintendency at Patriot did not affect
the teachers to any extent but it aid lead to turnover in other district

-22-

At Green Hills, a change in the principalship had

office positions.'

significant effects on teachers, particularly on the ways in which.the
r

non-classroom time of teachers was used.
Vertical damping of information affected teachers in at least two
ways.

First, at times teachers expressed confusion about what procedures

to follow _in performing.cetain assignments.

For example, at Smalitown

teachers had received notice from the district office that the minimum
student competencies recently established in reading were to be used

by allteachers.

However, the competencies had been altered, and thus,

thicprincipal felt that the Competencies used in previous years were to
be followed until, the new competencies were corrected.

Moreover, the

assistant superintendent had recommended that teachers follow a textbook
series for reading.

Teachers reported confusion over which guide to use

as'late as February of the school year.

Similarly, at Neighbortown

teachers were-required to write descriptions of their curriculum programs
10.

for the central office to use in obtaining district accreditation.

Some

teachers believed there was a required reporting format to follow and
were using it, others believed there was a required format but did not
know what it was, and still others did not know there was a required format.
Sec6nd, teachers were occasionally unclear about their assignments.
for the following year and reported that they were consequently ray
in conducting:'advanced planning.

This problem was especially prevalent

at Gr,den HillS where the folldWing interchange between a teacher and

an administrator occurred:
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Teacher:

Do you know who is going 9o. be where?

Administrator:

Yes.

Teacher:

Why doesn't everyone else know?

Administrator:

It's not my,place to tell.

Degree of Coupling and Scope of Change
"Scope of change" generally refers to two facets of implementation:
*

the number of subun is involved in making changes and the extent to which

>
the changes deparvf m existing practice (Firestone 1980; Rosenblum and
Louis 1978).

This paper focuses only on the first facet:

subunits involved in making changes.
there was little variation.

the number of

With respect to the second facet,

One reason for this was that FIBS and the

school planning teams emphasizee"easy" changes as a strategy to weaken
potential resistance in early implementation efforts.

The hope was that

,)

initial succeps would stimulate further changes.

Another reason was that

administrators occasionally vetoed some of the more radical chair before
they could be seriously discussed.

For example, RBS staff strongly felt

that having student activities in the local community on school time could
be a valuable component of an improved program.
never considered this alternative.

Nevertheless, Neighbortown

An administrator said that previous

efforts in this direction had caused problems, that a new school-policy
against community activities was approved by the s hool board, and that

I

the policy would not be amended. 5
Low-scope changes, attempted and/or made,

riCluded alte;ations in-

/

dividual teachers made in their selection of content to be taught, the

30
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kinds of teaching activities used, classroom management techniques, or
their Choice of disciplinary methods, and administrators' aAjUstments in
their leadership styles.

High-scope changes sought involved widespread

'diffuSion of low-scope changes and scheduling, polidy, and cooirdinating
practices.

Either kind of change was defined as implemented when be-.

phavior was altered as an acknowledged consequence of participation in
the RBS'project.

'o awmpt,was made to judge the success,'appropriate-

.

fledep, or f ithfulness to what was intended of the changes made.

The scope of change was associated with the degree of coupling within
.a school.

Low-scope change was most easily made when implementation'

',decisions were in the zone of control of-the individual making the change,

coordination with others was not required, and damping between subunits
was high.

On 4.1e

coupling.

ForexaMple, high damping and remote coordination reduced the

other hand, high-scope.changewas hindered by loose

sjr

extent to which knowledge, about the RBS projects was diffused through a

school, and zoning of control lessened the effectiveness of administrative,
.

attempts to mandate changes' which fell within the teachers'

.../-.

.

zone.

Despite

the potential mandating change had for creating staff tension, a'nuniberjOr.
.i,

project participants believed that such a tactic was the only means t&
(get full faculty participation.

Another method for implementing high

scope change was for sidministrators to. make changes within their zone,

such as in, scheduling or staff evaluation practices, which then directly

affected large portions of the faculty. Although no school altered its
organizational structure deliberately to facilitate .implementing changes
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M.
of

4

particular scope, the RBS planning meetings were used iloseveral

\

schools as a way of tightening the couplings among 'subunits.
Y-s

Implementing Low-Scope Change

Participants in the RBS projects intended for,certain low-scope
changes to occur.

These primarily involved teachers and required them

to alter their teaching. behavior or the content of class activities' For

example, aeveral teachers at Smalltown altered the patterns in which they
grouped students foe instruction; teachers at Patriot focused on the',
techniques by which they rewarded desired student behavior; and Neight.

bortown teachers altered the content of examples they used to illustrate certain principles related to their subject areas.
These changes seemed to be facilitated by loose coupling.

In all

schools, teachers had the responsibility for determining daily class
lessons and the curriculum objeetives td-be addressed on any given day.
This day-to-day delivery of instruction was not closely coordinated with
that of other teachers and infrequently affected the kinds of instruction other teachers d9i

ered.

Thus, when a teacher considered making a

.40

change in instructional behavior or in lesson plans, no consultation with
or approval from other teachers or administrators was necessary.

In fact,

..of the close to 30 teachers who participated in the projects during
the second year, all but one reported that they made at least one change
as a result of participating in the project.
However, no school was:uniformly loosely courier?, onfq-con cquently,

organizational constraints on implementing low-scope change arose, particularly as the changes required decisions to be made in other zones of control,

_26_32

o?'

they demanded coordination with other individuals or subunits, or as

theNdamping betwe* subunits lowered.

Illustrative of zone of control

problems was tension at GreeriHills between the existing curriculum and

the introduction of new course content decided on inthe RBS project.
Teachers felt that the existing curriculum defined as much content as
could be presented in a course.

One teacher emphasi

"There are *some

things that I must teach but I cannot, I cannot, infuse [project content]
into."

The consequence was that teachers tended to make changes only in

courses for which there were no rigid curriculum guides (generally elective
courses rather than required subjects):

Administrator: Is it because the curriculum is in the
way of getting this [implementation] done?
Teacher:

Yes....I cannot take two or two and a half

weeks out of the curriculum....WW1 this
group [the course in which implementation
was occurring] that fits in with course
objectives.

Administrator:

In looking into the future, something is
going to have to come out of the curriculum,
isn't it?

This conclusion was echoed by other Green Hills teachers:

"There:is not

enough time to do everything that is expected and to do it well," and
"If you put something in, you take something out" were typical comments.
At least two teachers argued that the changes could be made without
affecting the coverage of required curriculum; but on the whole, teachers
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3;

believed that curriculum decisions would have to be made before individual
classroom decisions could be.

Because curriculum decisions were made

first by an entire department, then approved by the principal, superin-

theeXtent

tendent, and school board, teachers felt limited in

to Which

they could make the desired changes themselves.constraints

The'time required to implement changes placedadditiop
w-

on teachers.

Some eXpressed frustration.over not having enough time to

plan and execute new:activities well; others became upset over having to
put what

they

In either

felt to betto much time into making changes.
#

case teachers said that creating additional time or reducing existing
belonged to

demands was a decision they could not make. _That.

administrators, and until those decisions were made, teachers it icated
their participation in implementation would.be limited.
A project teacher at Neighbortown also felt organizational
straints on making low -scope changes, but because Of cloqcoorditlation and
low damping among teachers within the teacher's department rather than
the school.

In the department, teachers often taught the

ame 'oeises,

e group

frequently interacted about classes, jointly set prioritie4 fo
to address, and jointly established procedures for individual co

Thus, any individual changes wteacher made directly affeCed t44

t
1-

.

members, and, in fact, no individual changes were made without prior.
discussion lath the whole department.

As a part of

,

implementatio4
41.

the

r

f

RBS project, teachers who were involved in planning were to, a

trial test of teaching activities for a nine-week period!"
--4

F

.2
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All p'rticipants

agreed to do this and did so except for the one teacher; to have participated in the trial would have violated standard practice in the
departtnent.

Thus the teacher resisted until the entire department was

included in planning the changes.
'Implementing High-Scope Change

1

4;11-scope change was attempted in two ways.

One was horizontal

'diffusion of project goals among all teachers in a school.

Project plan-

,

ners hoped that non-project teachers would become committed to addressing

the central problems the yojects attacked,.and then, would devise innovations appropriate- to the circumstances of individual classrooms.

Thus,

particular classroom-level changes were to vary from teacher to teacher.'
Because it was a school-wide commitment to certain goals that was sought
rather than widespread adoption ofaspecific instructional innovations,
horizbnfal diffusion seemed more, appropriately treated as an instance
of high- scope, as opposed to low-scope, change.
)

The
second means of achieving high-scope change was through a "top.
down" strategy.

This strategy was manifested in two ways.

First, ad-

ministrators were in a position to mandate that teachers make classroomlevel adjustments to address project goals.

However, shared commitments

among original project pitticipants to voluntary participation.precluded
this strategy from being used6explicitly in all but one of the schools.

Second, administrators could make changes in aspects of school operation
within their zone of contro', such as scheduling, which in turn affected
large portions of the faculty.

For-instance, one principal induced

-2b5

a

change by incorporating project goals into. staff evaluation procedures,
thereby making non-project teachers' accountable for student 'outcomes

addressed in the RBS project.
Horizontal diffusion.

The absence of coordinating mechanisms, such

as opportunities for teachers to interact with one another, coupled with
high damping among subunits, presented Obstacles to the diffusion of
individual teaching changes throughout a school.
of informa

about

activities, few
with them. 'Damping

tilt

In fact, the damping

project was such that after two years of project

ulty members not involved in the projects were familiar
emed particularly acute in the secondary schools.

At Gieen Hill, an admi istrator speculated, "the average staff member
probably doesn't know a damn thing about [the project] at this point,"
and a teacher, at t

same school commented that there was "still a great

misconception. of what'it is we're doing and what it is we're trying to do."
A non-project, teacher at Neighbortowa said, "I don't know anything about

it....maybe it just hasn't passed arod to me.":
Damping seemed to be partially a consequence of limited opportunities
to interact.

A teacher at Neighbortown suggested that diffusion withini

a subject area department would occur only if someone from that department
were a participant in the RBS project, otherwise the limited interaction
across departments would prevent the necessary infbrmation from spreading.
Several schools attempted to increase staff awareness of the projects
either at faculty meetings or through in-service presentations, but
several project participants openly acknOwledged that these forums were
not useful information- transfer devices.

36
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As described earlier, the informal

interaction of teachers contained systematic exclusions in who saw whom,
and so these opportunities were not sufficient as a diffusion mechanism.
Thus, information about, why individual changes shOtad be made and what
.

thec.\changes were was not diffused extensively beyond project participants.

Without adequate information, non-project teachers welknot likely to
alter .their behavior in accordance with project goals, and in fact, several

of these teachers indicated that lack of information aroused their sus-'
picion and concern about what the projects were intended to accomplish.
One instance of horizontal diffusion occurred in the tightly-coupled
r

department at Neighbohown mentioned earlier.

A member of the department,,

who was a project participant, had resisted making changes during the trial
test of new teaching strategies, primarily because such changes were rarely
.made on an individual basis in the department.

Eventually, the teacher

requested that the RBS consultant work with the entire department.

During

this work, the department staff incorporated project goals into their,
existing priorities, established a schedule for addressing them, and
instituted several new teaching strategies that the entire department
would-use.

Thus, high-scope change within the subunit seemed to be facili-

tated by shared decision-making responsibility throughout the department,
routine opportunities for coordination, and low damping among the'teachers.

There were no attempts by schools to alter them structural characteristits permanently so that horizontal diffusion would be less problematic.
However, the RBS planning meetings seemed to function as a temporary way
to achieve tighter coupling.

For example, at'Neighbortown and Green Hills,

wIl

4-

planning mee ings were periodically used ,to introduce additional faculty

members to th

projects and to provide them time to plan new activities,

thereby enabli

a gradual but continuing process of diffusion to occur.

At Middleville, each project teacher was provided regular opportunitigg to
meet with 'a small group of non-project teachers.

During these session,

the non-project teachers were trained to make changes similar to the
project teachers.

Discussions of teaching strategies occurred at all

schools, and teachers expressed pleasure, with this because such opportunities did not arise outside meetings.

Thus, the meetings themselves became+4
.

a formal and informal source of increasing the interrelatedness among
a number of subunits in the schools, and in doing so, heightened the
prospects for diffusion.

It remained to be seen whether similar meetings

would become 'regularly scheduled after the

of the RBS projects

or if subsequent change efforts in the schools would encounter the same
loose couplings which existed prior to the RBS projects.
Top-down change.

High-scope change, seemed to hove a better chance

of-being .implementeci'when the process was from the top down.

process typically involved

y

Such a

tdministrator's either mandating change for

the faculty or making-i: change in administrative practices which impli-

cated a considerable number of faculty members.

School scaff'expressed thejinivn that high-scope change could
occurif changes were mandated.

Illustrative of this belief was a Neigh-

bortown teacher who said, "Everyone involved feels it's worthwhile....

However, unless a dictate is given, it won't happen....Some staff simply

L
will not cooperate unless they are forced to."

Generally, the individual

whom staff acknowledged as having the rightto mandate change was thy. \
buildiniOprinctpal.

In the secondary schools, several departmental choir-

persons also acknowledged having this authority.

However, whether or not

a chairperson claimed authority varied between the two secondary schools.
For example, at Green Hills the chairperson of one deRartmen

said that

all teachers'iA the department woad, implement several project-rested
activities because the chairperson said.so; at Neighbortown a chairperdon
remarked that action could not be to en until an administrative mandate
had been issued:

"It's not my place

o mandate it [change]....I

authority to back it up."
Participants. in the projects were cognizant of the possibility that

mandatin/ change world en

°stint'', especially if the changes were

in the teachers' zone of control. In fact, project participants (including administrators) at four of the sites continually aff/Itmed the need
to keep participation voluntary and to include. representatives from all

zones affected by change decisions.

At the same time, they acknowledged

that with such a strategy there would remain a core of teachers unwilling

to become involved.

Thus, participants wer

effective means of getting high-scope change

Aware of a potentially
plemented but were also

unwilling to use it because of possible side effects.
An administrator at Green Hills was aware of these side effects and
personally expressed disdain for authoritative leadership styles.

Never7

theless, the administrator decided that the only way to get the entire
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faculty to alte

its behavior was to demand that they do so.

pal's directive

o departmental chairpersons was "You will implement the

(RBS, program.". Whc

The prin'ci-

recounting this episode, the administrator said as

an aside, "That's a horrible way to operate."

A test of the effectiveness

of this strategy never occurred because the administrator was later reassigned to anothar'positi

,

and the individual who was appointed to

replace the administrator/suspended RBS involvement with the school
indefinitely'

This,event pointed to an inherent instability in mandated change.
The authority to mandate,,ty 1 cally resided with a nir:qe position.

However,

A

successots to.that position'were not obliged to carry out previous directives,.

Thus, turnover in administrative or department chairperson posi-

tions threatened existing mandates.

Of course, prdssure by interested

parties could be exerted to retain b popular practice or program, but
considerable effort was required And strained relations could follow.
For ex'ample, at Green.Hills, another administrator wanted the RBS,project
to continue and was in a position to bring considerable pi.essure upon
the

person4

had suspended Project. The administrator, at the same

time, expressed an unwillingness to endure the likely negative side effects
that would ensue.

As a result, little effort was made to intervene on the

,project's behalf
behalf. ,Thus, although the location of decision-making respons-

ibility within the zone of control of an administrator or department
chairperson could facilitate widesp1ead ,implementation of change, it also

made possible a relatively easy withdrawal of school commitment.
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Administrators were more 'willing to exert their influence when change
44

decisions were widely accepted at being within their zone af eontrol.,

Far

example, at Patriot, the latter part of the second yeat: of the RBS proj-

ect was devoted to examining the district curriculum-rather than classroom
instruction.

Curriculum decisions were typidally within the administra-

tive zone, and administrators reported they were much more comfortable
demanding teacher adherence to changes in this area.

One Patriot ad-

ministrator said that it was hard "to pick up on" the classroom-level
*

changes but that addressing curriculum problems "is something I can really

:get into."
Besides aplandating others to make changes, administrators could alter

operations within their zone which affected significant numbers of sc,00l
staff.

For example, at SMalltown the principal did not demand paticipa-

tidh from all teachers but did incorporate project goals into staff evaluation procedures, for all regular classroom teachers.

Thus, the non-project

-teachers were accountable for act4eving the same student outcomes to which
project teachers were committed.

Not surprisingly, the non-project'teach- -

ers made changes very similar to those of
=

he project teachers; and the

principal's frequent classroom visits insures that these changes would
not be implemented only when formal evaluation occurred.

Another area which administrators could alter was scheduling., As
project planning progressed and as teachers implements - et lassroom-level

changes, participants became aware that some of t
effective if school schedules were altered.
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e changes could be more

For example, at Middleville and

'Patriot, teachdrs attaillpied to increase the amount of time students spent

performing academic tasks.

However, they complained that their effo7 was

hindered by a steady stream of classroom disruptions, such as students'

being pulled out to attend specialClasses.

Administrators decided to

revamp the "pull-out" policies' so that special instruction would occur
4*

only at.,cerlop tines, thereby providing teachers with large blocks of
time in which nq disruptions would occur.

Nevertheless, there was loose coupling within schedule setting
which reduced the ability of administrators to implement high-scope
change in this way.

One contributor to loose coupling was a zoning of

control over schedules within the administrative zone.

For example, in

the first year of the project, the Patriot principal attempted to adjust
the schedules that special education teachers in the school used to pull
students out of regular teachers' classrooms.

However, because the

.special education teachers reported to a district administrator rather
.-1

than the principal, the principal had little control over these schedules.
In the second year, the district superintendent'made special teachers
accountable to the principal and such schedule changes became easier to
make.

Thus, what enabled the changes to be made was moving the special

schedules from district to building-level control(*rhin the administrative zone.

At Middleville teachers expressed a desire for having addi-

tional planning time built into the schedule as well as making adjust-

ments ikulling out students.

The -prisicipal was able to alter the pull-out

practices, but granting planning time was the school board's responsibility.
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At times, shared understaridings among faculty constrained adminis-

trators',use of schedule changes as a way to achieve high-scope change.
For example, Neighbortown project participants sought to institute a new
course emphasizing content not covered anywhere else in the school.

The

participants felt that this course was important enough that all students
should be required to take it.

However, the faculty also w'as committed

'to preparing students for college; to require the new course would have
limited college-bound students from taking extra courses in academic
subjects and, perhaps, injured their college performance.

A non-required

course was implemented instead.

Summary and Implications

The literature on organizational coupling in schools posits a wide,
array of kinds of loose coupling to be found.

This study discovered

three kinds that were particularly salient for efforts to implement change:
zoning of control, remote coordination of instruction, and dampihg among
subunits.

If decisions about changes were in a subunit's zone of contrdl,

coordination-requirements were low, and damping was high, low-scope changes
could be freely made.

In fact, all but one of the project teachers re-

ported making such changes.
loosely-coupled.

However, the schools were not uniformly

It was possible for some subunits to display' tighter

coupling than the school as a whole; and in some areas of school operation,
like scheduling or developing district curriculum, linkages among subunits.
were tighter.

Implementing low-scope changes in these situations was found

ticObe more problematic.

There were two strategies by which implementation of high-scope
changes was attempted.

One was horizontal diffusion of project goals

throughout a faculty.

Generally, this strategy was blocked by the lack

of formal and informal opportunities for teachers to share information
and experiences.

However, in one department where diffusion was success-

ful, the teachers routinely met to plan and discuss classroom-level
activities.

Thus, diffusion seemed possible only where tighter coupling

was in place.

The second strategy was "top-doWn" change.

Either administrators

would mandate changes or would implement changes in administrative practices which affected large numbers of staff.

Mandating change was better

accepted when the changes, fell within the administrative zone; staff felt

that negative side effects resulted from efforts to mandate change in
the classroom zone.

Such a change strategy could be thwarted by turnover

among administrators because successors to positions were not always
obliged to carry out the initiatives of their predecessors.

Changing

administrative practices was occasionally effective in.promoting change
among faculty.

For example,a principal's change in stafftevaluation

procedures stimulated non-project teachers to alter their behavior.
However, zoning of control, lack of classroom-level feedback, and shared
understandings of staff occasionally weakened the couplings between these
practices and teachers, and thus, limited the success of the approach.
These findings suggest several implications for educational agencies
assisting school improvement.

First, depending on the scope of change
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desired, it may be necessary to alter several existing organizational
characteristics.of a school.

The most typical problem is likely to be

Increasing. the coupling among subunits to promote high-scope change.

It

is possible that tighter coupling could be achieved as a part of the change
process.

For example, in the RBS case, the planning meetings increased
.-

coordination and reduced damping among teacherg.

If this issue is not

directly addressed, relia ce on change strategies like "natural" diffusion,

or dissemination, will probably meet with limited success.

Second, the

zone in which primary decision-making responsibility for making changes
? is ]pcated may affect the kind of high-scope change strategy used.

Ad-

ministrators' mandates are likely to meet resistance if the changes sought
are not within the boundaries of the administrative zone.
alternate strategies may be better.

In such instances,

Nevertheless, it. should be noted that

many teachers expressed the opinion that mandates could be very effective
and that rigid adherence to the ideal of voluntary participation may pre.

'dude con§ideration of a potentially useful change strategy.
schools were not uniformly loosely-coupled.

Third, the

Some individual subunits

were more tightly-coupled internally than others,4nd 'several subunits

were tightly-couple through schedules or curri

Thus,

multiple change strategies may be necessary tolipplement a thange within
a single school.

This study was exploratory.

As such, it is much pore suggestive

than conclusive. 'Nevertheless, it points to several directions future
research may take.

For example, what other kinds of couplings exist in '
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schools?

Are there systematic differences in coupling between elementary

and secondary schools?

Are couplings that facilitate implementation of

changes having a certain scope the same couplings that facilitate longterm incorporation of those changes?

What change strategies are likely

--to_be effective, given the existence of particular kinds of couplings?
.

Answers to questibn&-suchas these should greatly increase understanding
......

P

of the nature of schools and provide a needed -boost to efforts to improve
:4

limbo

them.

a
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Footnotes *

In,thispresentation Dr. Berman recounted the major theie of his

1.

soon-to-be-published work tentatively entitled, Some Things Work Some Times
in Some Places.

The term "subunit" is used to denote both single classrooms and

2.

larger structurally-relevant units such as departments.
Et
1.

3.

All school names are pseudonyms.

4.

The survey included four kindergarten teachers whoiwere account-

y
fi

............

_

-able-to_Amalltown's principal but were not located in Smalltpwn's building.
........... ____.
.

''

Subsequent interviews suggested that inClgd,tm,these four additional'
..44.
responses'slightly overestimated"-the amount of teacher inteuction at
.

.

;,..N.5

SMalltOwn.
5.

However, the mayor of the town was an occasional participant

in RBS"planning meetings.
6.

The school board eventually agreed to increase planning time.
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